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A



Additional tables and figures for the U.K., U.S. and Canadian micro data



Tables A.1–A.3 provide summary statistics for different treatments of price discounts and product substitutions for the U.K, U.S. and Canada. Tables (A.4)–A.6 provide the estimated price selection coefficients for different treatments of price discounts and product substitutions for the U.K., U.S. and Canada. Tables A.7–A.11 provide the estimated price selection coefficients for cross-section regressions for the U.K. and the U.S. data. Table A.12 gives price selection by the type of good, and coefficients in the cross-section regression for interaction terms with VAT, Great Recession, for the United Kingdom. Table A.13 provides comparisons with alternative standard errors: Driscoll and Kraay (1998), clustered by category, and clustered by month. Table A.14 compares price selection estimates using weighted and unweighted pooled regressions for category time series in the U.K. data. Figure A.1 Panel A provides monthly time aggregate series for DPt and Ptpre for the case of posted prices and no substitutions in the U.K.. The series display similar volatility, and are significantly negatively correlated. These correlations indicate that price selection contributes to fluctuations in the size of price changes, since lower preset price pushes up the average size of price changes. Panel B shows bandpass-filtered series for DPt and Ptpre . The two series lose more than half of volatility, but the negative correlation remains significant. Therefore, preset prices contribute to the dynamics of the average size of price changes, even when high-frequency fluctuations are excluded.
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Table A.1: Summary statistics for the U.K. CPI Data



Sample







Regular prices, excl. substitutions



Regular prices, incl. substitutions



Posted prices, excl. substitutions



Posted prices, incl. substitutions



(1) (2) (3)



Fr DP



0.121 0.124 0.924



0.220 0.156 1.392



-0.154 0.158 -0.903



0.116 0.188 1.039



(4)



P pre



1.387



1.856



0.901



1.155



(5)



pre



0.463



0.464



1.804



0.116



12.16 -0.033 15.65 5.73



14.05 -0.013 18.78 6.16



14.58 -0.073 17.96 5.35



15.84 -0.050 20.62 5.69



5.65 6.27



6.02 6.58



5.13 5.77



5.44 6.00



5.33 6.49



5.74 6.89



4.86 6.09



5.28 6.41



(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)



P



adp corr sd_delta kurt meandur complete incomplete (11) sd_dur complete incomplete



Notes: Data are from the U.K. Office for National Statistics CPI database, available at http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/datasetsand-tables/index.html, the Statistics Canada's Consumer Price Research Database, and the Symphony IRI Inc.. Sample period: [UK]: from February 1996 through September 2015; [Canada]: from February 1998 to December 2009; [U.S.]: from January 2001 to December 2011. The entries are means across time of the monthly values of each variable. The monthly values of the variables are across-product weighted means with weights based on consumption expenditures. p - inflation, in %; Fr - the fraction of items with changing prices; DP - the size of price changes, in %; Ppre (Pres) - preset (reset) price level defined as the unweighted means of starting (ending) log price levels for all products in the category-stratum in each month, expressed as % deviations from the average for all log prices in the respective category-stratum; adp - the average absolute size of price changes, in %; corr - serial correlation of newly set prices for an individual product; sd_delta - standard deviation of non-zero price changes for a given categorystratum, in %; kurt - kurtosis of non-zero price changes for a given stratum; meandur - mean price spell duration (for complete and all spells), in months; sd_dur - standard deviation of price spell durations for a given stratum (for complete and all spells), in months; frac of sales - fractions of observations with discounted price; mean frac of subs - mean fraction of observations with product substitutions.
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Table A.2: Summary statistics for the Statistics Canada CPI Data



Sample



Regular prices, excl. substitutions



Regular prices, incl. substitutions



Posted prices, excl. substitutions



Posted prices, incl. substitutions



(1) (2) (3)



 Fr DP



0.118 0.103 1.099



0.143 0.111 1.207



0.093 0.197 0.490



0.114 0.209 0.552



(4)



P pre



0.149



1.173



-2.281



-1.934



(5)



pre



-0.950



-0.033



-2.770



-2.486



10.12 -0.030 11.96 3.82



10.60 -0.032 12.68 3.91



17.50 -0.059 20.65 3.10



17.48 -0.040 20.83 3.12



8.28 9.75



8.47 9.98



5.42 6.55



5.41 6.67



7.52 9.65



7.62 9.52



5.33 7.10



5.36 7.02



(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)



P



adp corr sd_delta kurt meandur complete incomplete (11) sd_dur complete incomplete



Notes: Data are from the Statistics Canada's Consumer Price Research Database. Samples run from February 1998 to December 2009. The entries are means across time of the monthly values of each variable. Weights are based on consumption expenditures. The monthly values of the variables are across-product weighted means from month t−1 to t of:  t - inflation, in %, Fr t - the fraction of items with changing prices, DP t - the size of price changes, in %, P t res - percent distance of changing prices relative to item-stratum price level in month t-1 , P t pre - percent distance of last-month level of prices that changed in period t relative to item-stratum price level in month t-1 , adp - the average absolute size of price changes, in %, corr - serial correlation of newly set prices for an individual product, sd_delta - standard deviation of non-zero price changes for a given category-stratum, in %, kurt - kurtosis of non-zero price changes for a given stratum, meandur - mean price spell duration (for complete and all spells), in months, sd_dur - standard deviation of price spell durations for a given stratum (for complete and all spells), in months.
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Table A.3: Summary statistics for the Symphony IRI Inc. Data



Sample



Regular prices, excl. substitutions



Posted prices, excl. substitutions



(1) (2) (3)



 Fr DP



0.282 0.213 1.281



0.021 0.312 0.035



(4)



P pre



-1.066



-2.656



(5)



pre



-2.347



-2.691



8.32 -0.028 10.90 4.96



13.77 -0.131 18.10 4.33



3.47 5.73



2.78 4.74



3.95 5.55



3.22 4.74



P



(6) (7) (8) (9) (10)



adp corr sd_delta kurt meandur complete incomplete (11) sd_dur complete incomplete



Notes: Data are from the Symphony IRI Inc. Sample period is from January 2001 to December 2011. The entries are means across time of the monthly values of each variable. Weights are based on nominal revenues for metropolitan area--product in total revenues. The monthly values of the variables are across-product weighted means from month t−1 to t of:  t inflation, in %, Fr t - the fraction of items with changing prices, DP t - the size of price changes, in %, P t res - percent distance of changing prices relative to item-stratum price level in month t-1 , P t pre - percent distance of last-month level of prices that changed in period t relative to item-stratum price level in month t-1 , adp - the average absolute size of price changes, in %, corr - serial correlation of newly set prices for an individual product, sd_delta - standard deviation of non-zero price changes for a given category-stratum, in %, kurt kurtosis of non-zero price changes for a given stratum, meandur - mean price spell duration (for complete and all spells), in months, sd_dur - standard deviation of price spell durations for a given stratum (for complete and all spells), in months.
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Table A.4: Price selection in the U.K. CPI data



Sample



Regular prices, excl. substitutions



Regular prices, incl. substitutions



Posted prices, excl. substitutions



Posted prices, incl. substitutions



A. Category time series (1) Excl. seasonal effects (2) Incl. seasonal effects (3) Linear trend (4) Bandpass filtered



Number of obs for (1) 2



R for (1)



-0.385*** (0.006) -0.384*** (0.006) -0.373*** (0.006) -0.231*** (0.017)



-0.404*** (0.005) -0.404*** (0.005) -0.397*** (0.005) -0.396*** (0.013)



-0.359*** (0.005) -0.360*** (0.005) -0.341*** (0.005) -0.269*** (0.015)



-0.386*** (0.004) -0.387*** (0.004) -0.378*** (0.004) -0.499*** (0.013)



115,776



116,548



116,312



116,642



0.108



0.143



0.176



0.209



-0.190*** (0.069) -0.235*** (0.060) -0.226*** (0.070) -0.087 (0.121)



-0.394*** (0.065) -0.378*** (0.043) -0.308*** (0.063) -0.293*** (0.112)



-0.237*** (0.066) -0.386*** (0.039) -0.240*** (0.062) -0.186* (0.113)



B. Aggregate time series (5) Excl. seasonal effects (6) Incl. seasonal effects (7) Linear trend (8) Bandpass filtered



Number of obs for (5) R 2 for (5)



-0.198*** (0.072) -0.153** (0.067) -0.227*** (0.071) -0.319*** (0.109) 235



235



235



235



0.110



0.097



0.327



0.348



Notes: Data are from the U.K. Office for National Statistics CPI database, available at http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/datasetsand-tables/index.html. Sample period is from February 1996 through September 2015. The entries are coefficient in the regression of preset price level on the average size of price changes. Panel A provides coefficients in the weighted panel regression (7), with variation across product categories and across months. Panel regression also includes calendar-month fixed effects and category fixed effects.Panel B provides coefficients in the time-series regression (8), with variation across months; it also includes calendar-month fixed effects. Standard errors are in parentheses. *** -- denotes statistical significance at 1% confidence level, ** -- 5% level, and * -- 10% level. R-squared statistic is given for the case with regular prices and no substitutions (Column 1). Rows (1) and (5) denote benchmark case, rows (2) and (6) do not control for calendar fixed effects, rows (3) and (7) add category-specific and aggregate linear trends in the regression, rows (4) and (8) denote cases where preset and reset prices are detrended by Baxter-King (12, 96, 24) bandpass filter at item (Panel A) and aggregate (Panel B) levels.
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Table A.5: Price selection in the Statistics Canada CPI data



Regular prices, incl. substitutions



Posted prices, excl. substitutions



Posted prices, incl. substitutions



-0.172*** (0.011) -0.168*** (0.011) -0.184*** (0.011) -0.044*** (0.013)



-0.142*** (0.010) -0.138*** (0.010) -0.148*** (0.010) -0.097*** (0.012)



-0.255*** (0.004) -0.252*** (0.004) -0.254*** (0.004) -0.122*** (0.013)



-0.219*** (0.004) -0.216*** (0.004) -0.19*** (0.004) -0.113*** (0.013)



Number of obs for (1)



49,545



52,451



54,129



54,567



R 2 for (1)



0.158



0.129



0.253



0.235



-0.011 (0.018) 0.001 (0.018) -0.004 (0.018) 0.078 (0.101)



0.012 (0.020) 0.047* (0.023) 0.017 (0.020) 0.053 (0.105)



-0.041 (0.027) -0.016 (0.026) -0.027 (0.025) -0.043 (0.114)



-0.021 (0.026) 0.006 (0.026) -0.008 (0.026) -0.053 (0.114)



133



133



133



133



0.285



0.451



0.330



0.418



Sample



Regular prices, excl. substitutions



A. Category time series (1)



Excl. seasonal effects



(2)



Incl. seasonal effects



(3)



Linear trend



(4)



Bandpass filtered



B. Aggregate time series (5)



Excl. seasonal effects



(6)



Incl. seasonal effects



(7)



Linear trend



(8)



Bandpass filtered



Number of obs for (5) 2



R for (5)



Notes: Data are from the Statistics Canada's Consumer Price Research Database. Samples run from February 1998 to December 2009. The entries are coefficient in the regression of preset price level on the average size of price changes. Panel A provides coefficients in the weighted panel regression (7), with variation across product categories and across months. Panel regression also includes calendar-month fixed effects and category fixed effects.Panel B provides coefficients in the time-series regression (8), with variation across months; it also includes calendar-month fixed effects. Standard errors are in parentheses. *** -- denotes statistical significance at 1% confidence level, ** -- 5% level, and * -- 10% level. R-squared statistic is given for the case with regular prices and no substitutions (Column 1). Rows (1) and (5) denote benchmark case, rows (2) and (6) do not control for calendar fixed effects, rows (3) and (7) add category-specific and aggregate linear trends in the regression, rows (4) and (8) denote cases where preset and reset prices are detrended by Baxter-King (12, 96, 24) bandpass filter at item (Panel A) and aggregate (Panel B) levels.
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Table A.6: Price selection in the Symphony IRI Inc. data Sample



Regular prices, excl. substitutions



Posted prices, excl. substitutions



A. Category time series (1)



Excl. seasonal effects



(2)



Incl. seasonal effects



(3)



Linear trend



(4)



Bandpass filtered



Number of obs for (1) 2



R for (1)



-0.259*** (0.001) -0.256*** (0.001) -0.254*** (0.001) -0.143*** (0.003)



-0.217*** (0.001) -0.215*** (0.001) -0.211*** (0.001) -0.147*** (0.003)



390,620



410,387



0.278



0.362



B. Aggregate time series (5)



Excl. seasonal effects



(6)



Incl. seasonal effects



(7)



Linear trend



(8)



Bandpass filtered



Number of obs for (5) 2



R for (5)



0.060* (0.035) -0.018 (0.026) 0.062 (0.035) 0.207*** (0.035)



-0.140*** (0.021) -0.134*** (0.019) -0.141*** (0.017) 0.254*** (0.049)



131



131



0.132



0.325



Notes: Data are from the Symphony IRI Inc. Sample period is from January 2001 to December 2011. The entries are coefficient in the regression of preset price level on the average size of price changes. Panel A provides coefficients in the weighted panel regression (7), with variation across product categories and across months. Panel regression also includes calendar-month fixed effects and category fixed effects.Panel B provides coefficients in the time-series regression (8), with variation across months; it also includes calendar-month fixed effects. Standard errors are in parentheses. *** -- denotes statistical significance at 1% confidence level, ** -- 5% level, and * -- 10% level. R-squared statistic is given for the case with regular prices and no substitutions (Column 1). Rows (1) and (5) denote benchmark case, rows (2) and (6) do not control for calendar fixed effects, rows (3) and (7) add categoryspecific and aggregate linear trends in the regression, rows (4) and (8) denote cases 9 where preset and reset prices are detrended by Baxter-King (12, 96, 24) bandpass filter at item (Panel A) and aggregate (Panel B) levels.
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115,776



-0.020*** (0.003)



-0.225*** (0.016)



(D)



-0.339*** (0.006)



(F)



0.034



0.035



0.034



0.034



0.034



0.040



0.041



115,772



0.386*** (0.048) -0.002** (0.001) -0.019*** (0.004) 0.004 (0.003) -0.005*** (0.000)



-0.257*** (0.039)



(G)



Notes: Data are from the U.K. Office for National Statistics CPI database, available at http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/datasetsand-tables/index.html. Sample period is from February 1996 through September 2015. Price changes due price discounts and substitutions are excluded. The entries are coefficients in the weighted panel regression (9), with variation across product categories. Panel regression also includes month fixed effects. Fr -- mean fraction of price changes, ADP -- mean absolute size of price changes, Kurt -- mean kurtosis of non-zero price changes at stratum level, Std p-spells -- mean of the standard deviation of complete price spell durations at stratum level, DP -- mean average size of price changes. Standard errors are in parentheses. *** - denotes statistical significance at 1% confidence level, ** -- 5% level, and * -- 10% level.



R



2



115,772



-0.006** (0.002)



-0.292*** (0.012)



(E)



115,776



115,776



0.001 (0.001)



-0.335*** (0.016)



(C)



Number of obs



115,776



0.405*** (0.044)



-0.355*** (0.007)



(B)



-0.005*** (0.000) 115,776



-0.317*** (0.006)



(A)



DP x DP



DP x Std p-spells



DP x Kurt p-changes



DP x ADP



DP x Fr



Interaction terms



DP



Independent variables



Table A.7: Price selection and price changes across product categories in the UK CPI data
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390,620



0.006*** (0.000)



-0.286*** (0.003)



(D)



-0.254*** (0.001)



(F)



0.110



0.133



0.116



0.110



0.113



0.111



0.139



390,607



0.643*** (0.007) -0.008*** (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.001) -0.001*** (0.000)



-0.300*** (0.005)



(G)



Notes: Data are from the Symphony IRI Inc. Sample period is from January 2001 to December 2011. Price changes due price discounts and substitutions are excluded. The entries are coefficients in the weighted panel regression (9), with variation across product categories. Panel regression also includes month fixed effects. Fr -- mean fraction of price changes, ADP -- mean absolute size of price changes, Kurt -- mean kurtosis of non-zero price changes at stratum level, Std p-spells -- mean of the standard deviation of complete price spell durations at stratum level, DP -- mean average size of price changes. Standard errors are in parentheses. *** -- denotes statistical significance at 1% confidence level, ** -- 5% level, and * -- 10% level.



R



2



390,607



-0.018*** (0.001)



-0.161*** (0.003)



(E)



390,620



390,620



-0.008*** (0.000)



-0.156*** (0.002)



(C)



Number of obs



390,620



0.642*** (0.006)



-0.396*** (0.002)



(B)



-0.001*** (0.000) 390,620



-0.256*** (0.001)



(A)



DP x DP



DP x Std p-spells



DP x Kurt p-changes



DP x ADP



DP x Fr



Interaction terms



DP



Independent variables



Table A.8: Price selection and price changes across product categories in the Symphony IRI Inc. data



12 0.034



115,776



-0.317*** (0.006)



(A)



0.041



115,772



0.386*** (0.048) -0.002** (0.001) -0.019*** (0.004) 0.004 (0.003) -0.005*** (0.000)



-0.257*** (0.039)



(B)



Regular prices, excl. substitutions



0.050



116,548



-0.369*** (0.005)



(A)



0.053



116,548



0.429*** (0.038) -0.004*** (0.001) 0.004 (0.002) 0.002 (0.002) -0.002*** (0.000)



-0.387*** (0.029)



(B)



Regular prices, incl. substitutions



0.045



116,312



-0.304*** (0.005)



(A)



0.050



116,312



0.167*** (0.034) -0.001 (0.001) -0.021*** (0.003) -0.007*** (0.003) -0.003*** (0.000)



-0.224*** (0.032)



(B)



Posted prices, excl. substitutions



0.058



116,642



-0.355*** (0.005)



(A)



0.062



116,642



0.391*** (0.032) -0.003*** (0.001) -0.004 (0.002) -0.003 (0.002) -0.001*** (0.000)



-0.337*** (0.027)



(B)



Posted prices, incl. substitutions



Notes: Data are from the U.K. Office for National Statistics CPI database, available at http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/datasets-and-tables/index.html. Sample period is from February 1996 through September 2015. The entries are coefficients in the weighted panel regression (9), with variation across product categories. Panel regression also includes month fixed effects. Column (A) provides price selection coefficient in the regression without fixed effects. Column (B) breaks down price selection via interaction with category-level means: Fr -- mean fraction of price changes, ADP -- mean absolute size of price changes, Kurt -- mean kurtosis of non-zero price changes at stratum level, Std p-spells -- mean of the standard deviation of complete price spell durations at stratum level, DP -- mean average size of price changes. Standard errors are in parentheses. *** -- denotes statistical significance at 1% confidence level, ** -- 5% level, and * -- 10% level.



R



2



Number of obs



DP x DP



DP x Std p-spells



DP x Kurt p-changes



DP x ADP



DP x Fr



Interaction terms



DP



Independent variables



Table A.9: Price selection and price changes across product categories in the UK CPI data



13 0.010



0.016



49,538



0.756*** (0.046) 0.006*** (0.002) 0.025*** (0.009) 0.036*** (0.003) -0.003*** (0.001)



-0.797*** (0.062)



(B)



0.008



52,451



-0.166*** (0.010)



(A)



0.011



52,451



.530*** (0.044) 0.003* (0.002) 0.007 (0.009) 0.015*** (0.003) -0.001* (0.000)



-0.484*** (0.063)



(B)



Regular prices, incl. substitutions



0.048



54,129



-0.242*** (0.005)



(A)



0.070



54,129



0.503*** (0.024) 0.002** (0.001) 0.050*** (0.005) 0.016*** (0.002) -0.004*** (0.000)



-0.656*** (0.034)



(B)



Posted prices, excl. substitutions



0.038



54,567



-0.210*** (0.005)



(A)



0.055



54,567



0.545*** (0.023) 0.002** (0.000) 0.035*** (0.005) 0.024*** (0.002) -0.003*** (0.000)



-0.654*** (0.032)



(B)



Posted prices, incl. substitutions



Notes: Data are from the Statistics Canada's Consumer Price Research Database. Samples run from February 1998 to December 2009. The entries are coefficients in the weighted panel regression (9), with variation across product categories. Panel regression also includes month fixed effects. Column (A) provides price selection coefficient in the regression without fixed effects. The number of observations is 49,545. Column (B) breaks down price selection via interaction with category-level means: Fr -- mean fraction of price changes, ADP -- mean absolute size of price changes, Kurt -- mean kurtosis of non-zero price changes at stratum level, Std p-spells -- mean of the standard deviation of complete price spell durations at stratum level, DP -- mean average size of price changes. Standard errors are in parentheses. *** -- denotes statistical significance at 1% confidence level, ** -- 5% level, and * -- 10% level.



49,545



R2



-0.204*** (0.011)



(A)



Regular prices, excl. substitutions



Number of obs



DP x DP



DP x Std p-spells



DP x Kurt p-changes



DP x ADP



DP x Fr



Interaction terms



DP



Independent variables



Table A.10: Price selection and price changes across product categories in Statistics Canada CPI data



Table A.11: Price selection and price changes across product categories in the Symphony IRI Inc. data



Independent variables



DP



Regular prices, excl. substitutions



Posted prices, excl. substitutions



(A)



(B)



(A)



(B)



-0.256*** (0.001)



-0.300*** (0.005)



-0.207*** (0.001)



-0.314*** (0.004)



Interaction terms DP x Fr



0.643*** (0.007) -0.008*** (0.000) -0.000 (0.000) 0.000 (0.001) -0.001*** (0.000)



DP x ADP DP x Kurt p-changes DP x Std p-spells DP x DP



Number of obs R



2



0.414*** (0.005) -0.004*** (0.000) 0.008*** (0.000) 0.000 (0.000) -0.002*** (0.000)



390,620



390,607



410,387



410,377



0.110



0.139



0.137



0.175



Notes: Data are from the Symphony IRI Inc. Sample period is from January 2001 to December 2011. The entries are coefficients in the weighted panel regression (9), with variation across product categories. Panel regression also includes month fixed effects. Column (A) provides price selection coefficient in the regression without fixed effects. Column (B) breaks down price selection via interaction with category-level means: Fr -- mean fraction of price changes, ADP -- mean absolute size of price changes, Kurt -- mean kurtosis of non-zero price changes at stratum level, Std p-spells -- mean of the standard deviation of complete price spell durations at stratum level, DP -- mean average size of price changes. Standard errors are in parentheses. *** -- denotes statistical significance at 1% confidence level, ** -- 5% level, and * -10% level.
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15



0.414



(3) Semi-durables



-0.412*** (0.014) -0.351*** (0.006) -0.457*** (0.011) -0.417*** (0.014)



Regular prices, incl. substitutions



0.200** (0.084) -0.319*** (0.023)



0.111 (0.071) 0.033 (0.021)



0.121** (0.050) -0.133*** (0.020)



-0.322*** (0.015) -0.310*** (0.005) -0.353*** (0.011) -0.430*** (0.015)



Posted prices, excl. substitutions



0.104** (0.051) 0.055*** (0.020)



-0.397*** (0.013) -0.342*** (0.005) -0.399*** (0.009) -0.428*** (0.014)



Posted prices, incl. substitutions



Notes: Notes: Data are from the U.K. Office for National Statistics CPI database, available at http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/datasets-andtables/index.html. Sample period is from February 1996 through September 2015. The entries are coefficient in the regression of preset price level on the average size of price changes. Panel A provides coefficients in the weighted panel regression (7), with variation across product categories and across months. Panel regression also includes calendar-month fixed effects and category fixed effects. Panel A reports the results for subsamples by the type of product. Panel B provides a coefficient in front of the interaction term added to regression (7) of DP with VAT dummy (=1 for a 2.5% increase in VAT), and Great Recession dummy (=1 for months during Great Recession). Standard errors are in parentheses. *** -- denotes statistical significance at 1% confidence level, ** -- 5% level, and * -- 10% level.



(6) DP x GR dummy



(5) DP x VAT dummy



-0.332*** (0.019) -0.311*** (0.007) -0.402*** (0.012) -0.472*** (0.016)



Regular prices, excl. substitutions



B. Interaction with VAT and Great Recession effects



0.131



0.340



(2) Non-durables



(4) Services



0.115



(1) Durables



A. Type of good



Consumption weight



Table A.12: Price selection and effects by type of good, VAT, Great Recession, for the United Kingdom



Table A.13: Alternative standard errors, U.K. CPI data



Coefficient



Price selection



Point estimate



Standard errors Pooled WLS



Driscoll-Kraay



Cluster by category



Cluster by month



(1)



(2)



(3)



(4)



(5)



-0.386



0.006***



0.028***



0.025***



0.026***



Notes: Data are from the U.K. Office for National Statistics CPI database, available at http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/datasets-and-tables/index.html. Sample period is from February 1996 through pre September 2015. Entries are estimated coefficients β in the following empirical specification: Pct = βDPct + δt + δc + error, where δt and δc are month and category fixed effects. The number of observations is 115,776. Column (1) presents estimates, Column (2) provides baseline standard errors (pooled WLS), Column (3) provides Driscoll-Kraay standard errors, Column (4) clusters standard errors by category (1,002 clusters) which allows for arbitrary correlation of errors across time, and Column (5) clusters standard errors by month (235 clusters) which allow for arbitrary cross-sectional correlation of errors. *** – denotes statistical significance at 1% confidence level.
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Table A.14: Unweighted price selection in the U.K. CPI data, category time series



A. Weighted (1) Excl. seasonal effects (2) Incl. seasonal effects (3) Linear trend (4) Bandpass filtered



Number of obs for (1) R 2 for (1)



-0.385*** (0.006) -0.384*** (0.006) -0.373*** (0.006) -0.231*** (0.017)



-0.404*** (0.005) -0.404*** (0.005) -0.397*** (0.005) -0.396*** (0.013)



-0.359*** (0.005) -0.360*** (0.005) -0.341*** (0.005) -0.269*** (0.015)



-0.386*** (0.004) -0.387*** (0.004) -0.378*** (0.004) -0.499*** (0.013)



115,776



116,548



116,312



116,642



0.108



0.143



0.176



0.209



-0.364*** (0.006) -0.360*** (0.006) -0.352*** (0.006) -0.209*** (0.016)



-0.394*** (0.005) -0.393*** (0.005) -0.389*** (0.005) -0.402*** (0.012)



-0.337*** (0.005) -0.341*** (0.005) -0.317*** (0.004) -0.235*** (0.014)



-0.365*** (0.004) -0.367*** (0.004) -0.361*** (0.004) -0.404*** (0.012)



115,776



116,548



116,312



116,642



0.106



0.144



0.199



0.228



B. Unweighted (5) Excl. seasonal effects (6) Incl. seasonal effects (7) Linear trend (8) Bandpass filtered



Number of obs for (5) 2



R for (5)



Notes: Data are from the U.K. Office for National Statistics CPI database, available at http://www.ons.gov.uk/ons/datasetsand-tables/index.html. Sample period is from February 1996 through September 2015. The entries are coefficient in the regression of preset price level on the average size of price changes. Panel A provides coefficients in the weighted panel regression (7), with variation across product categories and across months. Panel regression also includes calendar-month fixed effects and category for the unweighted panel regression (7). Standard errors are in parentheses. *** -- denotes statistical significance at 1% confidence level, ** -- 5% level, and * -- 10% level. R-squared statistic is given for the case with regular prices and no substitutions (Column 1). Rows (1) and (5) denote benchmark case, rows (2) and (6) do not control for calendar fixed effects, rows (3) and (7) add category-specific and aggregate linear trends in the regression, rows (4) and (8) denote cases where preset and reset prices are detrended by Baxter-King (12, 96, 24) bandpass filter at category level.
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Figure A.1: Preset price level and average size of price changes in the United Kingdom, aggregate time series, posted prices and no substitutions
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B. Filtered, Baxter-King (12,96,24)
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Av. size of p-changes, %



B



Sticky price models



We study price dynamics in Taylor (1980), Calvo (1983), and Golosov and Lucas (2007) models, and the models that nest them. Each model represents an economy populated by a large number of infinitely lived households and monopolistically competitive producers of intermediate goods. The shocks in this economy are aggregate shocks to the money supply and idiosyncratic productivity shocks. We describe the idiosyncratic shocks below. We assume that money supply, Mt , follows random walk with drift log Mt = log µ + log Mt−1 + εmt ,



(B.1)



where µ is mean growth rate of money supply, and εmt is a normally distributed i.i.d. random variable with mean 0 and standard deviation σm .



B.1



Representative household



The problem of representative household is identical for all models. Households buy a continuum of consumption varieties, indexed by i, trade money and state-contingent nominal bonds, and work in competitive labour market. The problem of a representative house hold is to choose sequences of money holdings, Mtd , consumption varieties, {ct (i)} , statecontingent bonds, {Bt+1 }, with and hours worked {ht } to maximize utility: E0



∞ X



β t [ln ct − ψht ] ,



t=0



subject to aggregate consumption aggregator Z 1=



1



 Γ



0



ct (i) ct



 di ,



(B.2)



the budget constraint Mtd + Et











Qt+1|t · Bt+1 6



d Mt−1 −



Z



1



Z pt−1 (i) ct−1 (i) di + Wt ht + Bt +



0



1



Πt (i) di + Tt , (B.3) 0



and a cash-in-advance constraint, ∞ X



pt (i) ct (i) ≤ Mtd .



(B.4)



j=0



Here ct is aggregate consumption given by a homothetic function (B.2), and where the curvature of function Γ will determine the degree of real rigidities; Mtd are money holdings,
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Bt+1 is a vector of state-contingent bonds, Bt+1 , where one unit of each bond pays one dollar in date t + 1 if a particular state is realized, and it pays zero otherwise; Qt+1|t is a vector of bond prices, Qt+1|t , in each state in date t. pt (i) is the price of consumption good j, Πt (i) are firms’ dividends, and Tt are lump-sum transfers from the government. The budget constraint (B.3) says that the household’s beginning-of-period balances combine unspent money from R d − 1p the previous period, Mt−1 0 t−1 (i) ct−1 (i) di, labor income, returns from bond holdings, dividends, and government transfers. The household divides these balances into money holdings and purchases of state-contingent bonds. Money is used to buy consumption subject to cash-in-advance constraint (B.4). Household starts period 0 with initial money and bond holdings M0d and B1 . First-order conditions for household’s problem yield a standard expression for household’s stochastic discount factor, the demand for consumption of variety i:  0 −1







ct (i) = ct Γ



Pt (i) Pt



 ,



(B.5)



where Pt is the price of aggregate consumption Z 1=



1



 Γ



 0 −1



Γ



0







P (i) Pt



 di ,



and a condition for the optimal allocation of working hours: ψPt ct = Wt .



B.2



Firms in Golosov and Lucas (GL) model



A monopolistically competitive firm producing variety i is endowed with a constant returns to scale technology that converts l (i) unit of labor input into a (i) l (i) units of output in each period, where a (i) represents a firm’s productivity level in that period. We assume ln a (i) follows an AR(1) process: ln a (i) = ρa ln a−1 (i) + εa , where a−1 (i) is the previous period’s productivity level, εa is a mean zero, normally i.i.d. error with standard deviation σa . Due to symmetry of the firm’s problem across varieties, we can omit index i. Let κ denote a fixed cost of changing a price (“menu cost”) expressed in units of labor. The firm begins the current period with price p−1 , inherited from the previous period. After realizing its current productivity level a, the firm chooses whether to adjust its price. If it 20



changes its price, the firm pays the fixed labor cost at wage W , and chooses the new relative price p. Otherwise, the firm keeps its previous price. Since at price p the demand for firm’s  output is given by (B.5), the firm will produce c (Γ0 )−1 Pp units of consumption good of its variety. The problem of the firm therefore can be written as follows:       W 1 0 −1 p p− c Γ V (p−1 , a; f ) = max − Wκ p≥0 P c a P Z  + β V (p0−1 , a0 ; f 0 )F da0 |a , a



V n (p−1 , a; f ) =



   −1  p  W p−1 − c Γ0 a P Z  + β V (p0−1 , a0 ; f 0 )F da0 |a ,



(B.6)



1 Pc



V = max {V a , V n } ,



(B.7) (B.8)



where function V a is the value of adjusting firm’s price, V n is the value of not adjusting firm’s price, and V is the value before the adjustment decision. Firm’s state before price adjustment consists of firm price p−1 , realized productivity a, and aggregate state variable f , a measure of firms over (p−1 , a). Function F denotes the c.d.f. of future productivity shocks a0 conditional on the current realization a. The firm’s problem is completed by specifying the laws of motion for the firm’s endogenous state variables p0−1 and f 0 . Its price level is set to its optimal level in case of price adjustment, and it remains at p−1 otherwise. Price and productivity realizations for all firms determine the new measure f 0 .



B.3



Firms in Calvo model



The only difference from firm’s problem in GL model is the price adjustment decision. In GL model the firm chooses optimally whether or not to adjust its price in each period. In Calvo model that decision is exogenous: with probability λ, 0 < λ < 1, the firm does not adjust its price, and with probability 1 − λ it sets its price optimally. Formally, in the firm’s problem, equations (B.6) and (B.7) will stay the same, and equation (B.8) is replaced with ( V =



V a , w/prob 1 − λ V n , w/prob λ



.



An equilibrium consists of prices and allocations pt (i), Pt , Wt , ct (i), ct and lt that, given prices, solve households’ and firms’ decision problems, and markets for consumption goods, labour, money and bonds clear. The model is solved by a non-linear projection method 21



explained in Miranda and Fackler (2012) using approach developed in Krusell and Smith (1998).1



B.4



Firms in Taylor model



In Taylor model, the firm adjusts its price according to a fixed schedule, after T periods. The firm’s problem has an additional state variable t, which keeps track of the time since the last time the price was adjusted. The price-setting equations (B.6) , (B.7), (B.8) are replaced with:



V a (p−1 , a, t; f ) = max p≥0



n



V (p−1 , a, t; f ) =



1 Pc



1 Pc



   W  p −θ p− c a P Z  +β V (p0−1 , a0 , 0; f 0 )F da0 |a ,



   W  p−1 −θ p−1 − c a P Z  +β V (p0−1 , a0 , t + 1; f 0 )F da0 |a ,



V (p−1 , a, t; f ) = V a (p−1 , a, t; f )I(t = T ) + V n (p−1 , a, t; f )I(t < T ) , where function I is an indicator function. The model is solved by a log-linear approximation around the deterministic steady state.



C



Formal derivations of price selection in sticky price models



C.1



Equilibrium in a sticky price model



Let Γ (S) be the numeraire for nominal variables: it could be the money supply or the aggregate price level. all nominal variable will be normalized to one-period lag of the numeraire, Γ (S−1 ). Denote by γ (S) the growth rate of the numeraire, γ (S) = Γ (S) /Γ (S−1 ). A monopolistically competitive firm is endowed with production technology that implies cost function W (s, S), where s denotes firm-specific exogenous state variables and S denotes aggregate state in the economy. The firm uses this technology to produce its own variety of differentiated good that is used for consumption. The firm also faces fixed (menu) cost of changing its price, κ (S). A firm that decides to change its price p faces the following problem, 1 See Klenow and Willis (2007) and Midrigan (2011) for application of this approach to solving models with non-convex price adjustment problems.
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written in recursive form, " #  −θ  p Uc (S) 0 V (p−1 , s; S) = max p − W (s, S) C (S) − κ (S) p P (S) P (S) Z    +β V p, s0 ; S 0 Fs ds0 |s FS dS 0 |S a



where V a (p−1 , s; S) is the value of adjusting price, P (S) , C(S), Uc (S) are aggregate price, consumption, marginal utility, and Fs (s0 |s, S), FS (S 0 |S) are the laws of motion of individual and aggregate state. The notational convention for V a (p−1 , s; S) is that p−1 is the price normalized by Γ (S−1 ). The value function of the firm that does not change its price is   ! −1 −θ   Uc (S)  p−1 γ (S) V n (p−1 , s; S) = C (S) − κW  p−1 γ (S)−1 − W 0 (s, S) P (S) P (S) Z     −1 0 0 +β V p−1 γ (S) , s ; S Fs ds0 |s FS dS 0 |S Finally, continuation value is      V p, s0 ; S 0 = λ p, s0 ; S 0 V a p, s0 ; S 0 + 1 − λ p, s0 ; S 0 V n p, s0 ; S 0 where function λ (p−1 , s0 ; S 0 ) is the probability of adjustment. For example, in the standard menu cost model



( 0



λ p−1 , s ; S



0







=



if V a ≥ V n



1,



0, if otherwise



and in Calvo model  λ p−1 , s0 ; S 0 = λ The new price ( p (p−1 , s; S) =



p∗ (p−1 , s; S) , −1



p−1 γ (S)



if adjust if not adjust



and accordingly the conditional distribution of new prices h (p | p−1 , s; S) Firm’s decision functions can be aggregated to give the functions P (S) , C (S) , Uc (S) , W (S) , and the laws of motion for F (p−1 , s | S) and FS (S 0 | S).First, assuming ”cash-in-advance” aggregate demand gives P (S) C (S) = 1
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Next, log-linear utility gives W (S) =



θ−1 θ



where wage is normalized such that the average price level is unity. The end-of-period distribution of price-state pairs is Z h (p | p−1 , s; S) F (dp−1 , s | S)



G(p, s | S) = p−1



Note again the notation convention: in G(p, s | S) prices p are normalized by Γ (S), whereas in F (p−1 , s | S) prices p−1 are normalized by Γ (S−1 ). The end-of-period distribution of prices is Z G(p, ds | S)



G(p | S) = s



so the aggregate price is Z p dG(p | S)



P (S) = p



The law of motion for the distribution of price-state pairs is F 0 p, s0 | S 0







  = G(p, s | S)Fs s0 |s FS S 0 |S (Z )   h (p | p−1 , s; S) F (dp−1 , s | S) · Fs s0 |s FS S 0 |S = p−1



Finally, the law of motion for FS (S 0 | S) is such that P (S 0 ) =



Z



G0 (p | S 0 ) =



Z



p dG0 (p | S 0 )



p



G0 (p, s | S 0 ) =



G0 (p, ds | S 0 )



Zs



 h p | p−1 , s; S 0 F 0 (dp−1 , s | S 0 )



p−1



C.2



Calvo (1983) model



Firms change their price with probability that is independent of the state: λ (p−1 , s; S) = λ Conditional on changing price in period t, firms set price as a markup over the average (discounted) marginal cost the firm expects to face over the duration of time the price remains
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in effect. The natural log of this price (up to a constant) is (assuming no inflation trend) Ptres (i) = (1 − (1 − λ)β)−1



∞ X



 0  (1 − λ)τ β τ Et Wt+τ (i)



τ =0



where Wt0 (i) is the log of firm i’s nominal marginal cost. Consider a special case with log linear preferences, cash-in-advance constraint and labor-only constant returns technology. In this case, firm’s nominal marginal cost is Wt0 (i) = Mt − at (i) where Mt is the log of money stock and at (i) is the log of firm-level productivity. Assume for simplicity that both Mt and at (i) follow a random walk. Then firm i’s log reset price is Ptres (i) = Mt − at (i) and the average reset price is Ptres = Mt and the average preset price is P



pre



(S) = Λ (S)



−1



Z p Λ (p; S) dG(p | S−1 ) p



= P (S−1 ) which implies that the decomposition is Pt − Pt−1 = [Mt − Pt−1 ] λ That is all of the inflation variance is explained by the reset price.



C.3



Taylor (1980) model



Assume for concreteness that prices in Taylor price contracts are fixed for T = 4 periods. Log money supply follows a random walk: Mt = Mt−1 + εt In the simplest case with no strategic complementaries and no front-loading effects, firms that can adjust their price will set it to the desired price level, which is equal to the level of the
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money supply. The reset price level, expressed as deviation from population average Pt−1 , is Ptres = Mt − Pt−1 which in turn implies that preset price level is equal to the money supply T period ago: Ptpre = Mt−4 − Pt−1 while the remaining prices in the cross-section are Pjt = Mt−j , j = 1...3 . We can then write the aggregate price index as Pt = πt = Pt − Pt−1 =



Mt +Mt−1 +Mt−2 +Mt−3 , 4



which gives inflation



Mt − Mt−4 , 4



and reset and preset price levels 4εt + 3εt−1 + 2εt−2 + εt−3 4 εt−1 + 2εt−2 + 3εt−3 = − 4



Ptres = Ptpre



Price selection is given by the regression of preset price on the difference of reset and preset prices: 2



− σ4ε (1 + 2 + 3) cov (Ptpre , Ptres − Ptpre ) 6 β=− =− = pre res 2 4σε 16 var (Pt − Pt ) It is straightforward to derive price selection for any price stickiness T : β = −



T −1 . 2T



(C.1)



Hence price selection is stronger with price stickiness.



C.4



Aggregation and price selection in two-sector Taylor model



Suppose now that the Taylor model has two equally weighted sectors with different degree of price flexibility: T1 = 2 and T2 = 4 . Using the formula for price selection (C.1) gives us price 3 selection in each sector: β1 = − 14 , β2 = −  8. t−1 The aggregate price index as Pt = 12 Mt +M + 2



Mt +Mt−1 +Mt−2 +Mt−3 4







The reset price level, expressed as deviation from population average Pt−1 , is
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Ptres = Mt − Pt−1 8εt + 5εt−1 + 2εt−2 + εt−3 = 8 and preset price level is Mt−2 + Mt−4 − Pt−1 2 3εt−1 + 2εt−2 + 3εt−3 = − 8



Ptpre =



The average size of price changes is DPt = Ptres − Ptpre = εt + εt−1 +



εt−2 +εt−3 . 2



Price selection is given by the regression of preset price on the difference of reset and preset prices: 2



− σ8ε (3 + 1 + 3/2) 11 cov (Ptpre , DPt ) = =− β=− 2 var (DPt ) 5σε /2 40 Note that the aggregate selection is weaker than the average of sector-level price selections: β1 + β2 5 =− 2 16



11 > β = − 40



Hence price selection is weaker with aggregation.



C.5



Caplin and Spulber (1987) model



In a monetary equilibrium log prices are uniformly distributed on [b, B] with distribution



G (p | S) =



   1



if p ∈ (B, ∞)



 



if p ∈ (−∞, b)



p−b B−b



0



if p ∈ [b, B]



Remembering that money supply follows a one-sided process, the hazard function is : ( Λ (p−1 ; S) =



1 0



if p−1 ∈ (−∞, b + γ) if p−1 ∈ [b + γ, ∞]



which gives the average fraction of adjusting prices Λ (S) = G (b + γ | S−1 ) =
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γ B−b



To find distribution of reset prices, write the law of motion G (p | S) = G(p + γ | S−1 ) − G(b + γ | S−1 ) + H (p | S) G (b + γ | S−1 ) so that H (p | S) =



G (p | S) − G(p + γ | S−1 ) + Λ (S) Λ (S)



The reset price is P



res



Z p dH (p | S)



(S) = p







  Z  G (p | S) − G(p + γ | S−1 ) + Λ (S) G (p | S) − 1 + Λ (S) pd pd = + Λ (S) Λ (S) [b,B−γ] [B−γ,B] ! Z Z Z −1 = Λ (S) pdG (p | S) − pdG(p + γ | S−1 ) + pdG (p | S) Z



[b,B−γ]



Z



= Λ (S)−1



pd [b,B]



=



[b,B−γ]



p−b − B−b



Z pd [b,B−γ]



[B−γ,B]



p+γ−b B−b



!



  1  2 = B − γ/2 B − b2 − (B − γ)2 − b2 2γ



So π res (S) = P res (S) − P (S−1 ) + γ Z p−b = B − γ/2 − pd +γ B−b [b,B] B+b = B − γ/2 − +γ 2 B−b+γ = 2 The preset price is P



pre



Z



−1



p Λ (p; S) dG(p | S−1 )



(S) = Λ (S) =



B−b γ



Z



p b+γ



 pd



b



so π pre (S) = P (S−1 ) − P pre (S) =



 = b + γ/2



B+b B−b−γ − b − γ/2 = 2 2



Overall, this gives us the following decomposition
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p−b B−b







B−b+γ B−b−γ + P (S) − P (S−1 ) + γ = 2 2







γ =γ B−b



So inflation is equal to the rate of money growth, i.e., there is full monetary neutrality. Price selection is equal to −∞, since preset price level relative to the aggregate price is moving with money supply,



C.6



γ−(B−b) , 2



but the average size of price changes is constant, B − b.



Head-Liu-Menzio-Wright model



Head et al. (2012) (HLMW) study a model in which price dispersion arises due to decentralized trade and search frictions in the goods market. An equilibrium pins down a unique relative price distribution G (p−1 | S−1 ) but does not pin down price changes. This distribution is invariant to monetary shocks. Hence there is full monetary neutrality despite arbitrary price stickiness for a nontrivial measure of goods at a micro level. Hazard function in HLMW model: ( 1 if p−1 ∈ (−∞, b + γ) ∩ (B + γ, ∞) Λ (p−1 ; S) = 1 − ρ if p−1 ∈ [b + γ, B + γ] which gives the average fraction of adjusting prices Z Λ (p−1 ; S) dG (p−1 | S−1 )



Λ (S) = p−1



= G (b + γ | S−1 ) + (1 − ρ) [1 − G (b + γ | S−1 )] = 1 − ρ + ρG (b + γ | S−1 ) To find H write the law of motion for G: G (p | S) = ρ [G(p + γ | S−1 ) − G(b + γ | S−1 )] + H (p | p−1 ; S) [1 − ρ + ρG (b + γ | S−1 )] HLMW show that there exists a monetary equilibrium in which this distribution is invariant to changes in the money supply, i.e., there is monetary neutrality. In this case, G (p | S) = G (p|S−1 ) = G (p), and so ( H(p | S) =



G(p)−ρ[G(p+γ)−G(b+γ)] 1−ρ+ρG(b+γ) G(p)−ρ[1−G(b+γ)] if 1−ρ+ρG(b+γ)



Check that H is indeed a distribution function:
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if p ∈ [b, B − γ] p ∈ [B − γ, B]



Z dH(p | p−1 ; S) G(p) − ρ [G(p + γ) − G(b + γ)] d + 1 − ρ + ρG(b + γ) [b,B−γ]



Z = =



Z d [B−γ,B]



G(p) − ρ [1 − G(b + γ)] 1 − ρ + ρG(b + γ)



1 − ρ [1 − G (b + γ)] =1 1 − ρ + ρG(b + γ)



The reset price is P



res



Z p dH (p | S)



(S) = p



Z G(p) − ρ [G(p + γ) − G(b + γ)] G(p) − ρ [1 − G(b + γ)] = pd pd + 1 − ρ + ρG(b + γ) 1 − ρ + ρG(b + γ) [b,B−γ] [B−γ,B] "Z # Z = Λ (S)−1 p dG(p) − ρ p dG(p + γ) Z



[b,B]



= Λ (S)



−1



[b,B−γ]



"Z



#



Z p dG(p) − ρ



p dG(p) + ργ (1 − G(b + γ))



[b,B]



[b+γ,B]



So π res (S) = P res (S) − P (S−1 ) + γ "Z Z −1 = Λ (S) p dG(p) − ρ [b,B]



= Λ (S)



 1 − Λ (S)



Z



#



p dG(p) − ρ



p dG(p) + γ [b+γ,B]



The preset price is P



−1



Z



(S) = Λ (S)



p Λ (p; S) dG(p) p



−1



"Z p dG(p) + (1 − ρ) [b,b+γ]



= Λ (S)−1



#



Z



= Λ (S)



p dG(p) [b+γ,B]



"Z



#



Z p dG(p) − ρ



[b,B]



p dG(p) [b+γ,B]
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p dG(p) + γ [b,B]



Z



[b,B]



pre



Z



p dG(p) + ργ (1 − G(b + γ)) −



[b+γ,B]



" −1



#



so that π pre (S) = P (S−1 ) − P pre (S) " −1



= Λ (S)



− 1 − Λ (S)







#



Z



Z



p dG(p)



p dG(p) + ρ [b,B]



[b+γ,B]



Z



Z



Finally, (



"



Λ (S)−1



P (S) − P (S−1 ) + γ =



1 − Λ (S)







p dG(p) − ρ [b,B]



" +Λ (S)



−1



#



 − 1 − Λ (S)



p dG(p) + γ [b+γ,B]



#)



Z



Z



p dG(p)



p dG(p) + ρ



Λ (S)



[b+γ,B]



[b,B]



= γ Note that this model nests Caplin-Spulber’s case for ρ = 1 and G(p) as in their case. As in Caplin-Spulber’s case, reset-price inflation and selection effect co-move in offsetting fashion. Unlike Caplin-Spulber’s case, for ρ > 0, the sum of the two effects does move around, so that some of the inflation variance is due to intensive margin. HLMW solve for G :    1 ∗ )− σ [p(n∗ )−c]  p(n α 1  −1 ,  1 − 2α2 1 p− σ (p−c) ∗   G (p, n ) = 1  p(n∗ )− σ [p(n∗ )−c] α1  −1 ,  1 − 2α2 p−1 n∗ (p−c)



if p ∈ [b p (n∗ ) , p (n∗ )]   if p ∈ p (n∗ ) , pb (n∗ )



where n∗ is the equilibrium real balances and p is the real price, and σ



pb (n∗ ) = (n∗ ) σ−1   σ c ∗ σ−1 ∗ p (n ) = max , (n ) 1−σ cp (n∗ ) (α1 + 2α2 ) p (n∗ ) = α1 c + 2α2 p (n∗ ) with λ = 0.401 σ = 0.45 ρ = 0.937 α1 = 2 (1 − λ) λ α2 = λ 2
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We recalibrate ρ to 0.792 so that the model matches the frequency of 0.22, a typical value in the CPI data. Numeric simulations show that in HLMW model reset price inflation accounts for about two thirds of inflation variance and the selection effect is responsible for almost one third. Increasing ρ to 1, so that the frequency of price changes not triggered by the monetary shock is zero, brings model’s predictions close to those in the Caplin-Spulber’s model with fraction of price changes accounting for all inflation fluctuations.
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